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Abstract: The quasi‐classical trajectory calculations have been performed to
investigate the stereodynamics of the reaction H(2S)+ClO(2П)→OH(2П)+Cl(2P) on the
ground electric state 1 A potential energy surface. The alignment and orientation
of the product molecule and the differential cross sections (DCSs) for this reaction at
the collision energy 1.0 eV on the different ro‐vibrational states of ClO (v=0－2 and
j=0－10) are reported. It is found that the product rotational polarization and DCSs
are sensitive to the selected initial ro‐vibratioanl quantum number. We discuss these
phenomena in detail in our work. The calculated results probably indicate that, for
this system, the two deep wells of the potential energy surface have a powerful
influence on the degree of the product rotational polarization and the product
angular distribution.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the hypochlorous acid, HOCl, which corresponds to three dissociation
channels, O + HCl, H + OCl, and Cl + OH, has gained considerable attention, since it plays an
important role in atmospheric chemistry such as in ozone layer depletion. A lot of works have
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beeen performeed in experiiment and th
heory. The ffirst experim
mental value of the rate coefficient
forr the global deactivation
n of O(1D) by
b HCl was obtained in
n the measurrement of D
Davidson et
al. more than
n 30 years ago [1, 2]. They repo
orted k1=(1.4
4±0.4)×10‐10 cm3 · moleecule‐1 ·s‐1
dependent o
of temperatu
ure over the
e range 200––350 K. In 19
986, Wine ett al. obtained
d a similar
ind
exp
perimental value of (1.50±0.30)×10
0‐10 cm3·mo
olecule‐1·s‐1 at 297 K [3]. The exp
perimental
inv
vestigation o
of the highly
y vibrationa
ally and rotaationally exccited state distribution oof OH was
carrried out by
y laser indu
uced fluorescence (LIF
F) [4]. Baluccani et al. measured
m
th
he angular
vellocity distriibution of the
t
ClO pro
oduct from the reactio
on O(1D) + HCl at 12.22 kcal/mol
colllision energ
gy in a crosssed‐molecu
ular‐beam exxperiment and
a
estimate
ed the brancching ratio
σClO
C
/σOH ≥0.34±0.10 [5]. The first pioneering
p
cclassical trajjectory stud
dy of the titlle reaction
usiing an anallytical poten
ntial energy
y surface fi tted to exteensive ab in
nitio calculaations was
pu
ublished in 1984, which
h reveals th
he reactionss proceed via
v long‐living HOCl complexes
beffore breakin
ng up into products
p
[6]. And then a new PES was fitted to the limiteed ab initio
infformation [77]. Hernand
dz et al. callculated thee potential energy
e
surfa
ace of the O
O(1D)+HCl
rea
action at an ab initio leevel[8]. And later, an im
mproved PE
ES was produced by Lagganá et al.
wiith supplemeent of the ab
b initio poin
nts [9].
As mentio
oned above, most expe
erimental an
nd theoretica
al studies so
o far have ffocused on
O(( D) + HCl→
→OH + Cl, ClO + H re
eactions. Ho
owever, littlle attention has been p
paid to the
1

rea
action H + C
ClO→OH + Cl on the single
s
state P
PES. On oth
her hand, previous inveestigations
deal basically with the sccalar propertties. In ordeer to gain a comprehensive underst
standing of
OH + Cl, we should allso study th
he vector prroperties, su
uch as the
thee reaction H + OCl→O
vellocity and momentum
m vectors, the rotation
nal alignmeent and orrientation oof product
mo
olecules. In this paper, the influencce of differeent ro‐vibrational excita
ation states of reagent
OC
Cl has been sstudied. Thee fitted analy
ytical poten
ntial is shown
n in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic diiagram of the 1 A electronicc ground statee for the H(2S)+ClO(2П) reacction

